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COMMITTEE FROM 
HELENA INSPECTS 
CAMPUS BUILDINGS
State Investigative Group Visits University in Interests of 
Equipment and Building Needs 
Here.
Yesterday a sub-committee of the senate and house of the Mon­
tana Legislature visited flic State University to investigate the build­
ing needs here with regard to the expenditure of the three million 
dollar bond issue which was approved by the voters in the Novcm- 
thc | ber election.
An original committee of six men, |IF the journalistic sureordinary business world proves th a t . .
its speedy readers only glance at the three from the senate and three from building by the use of steel and fire-
hcadlincs and perhaps rea4 the first tlic house, was appointed and to this Pro°^ material.
South Hall Lunch.
•inmitt ce were added six additional
from the senate and :
paragraph of the story while gulping 
down a cup of coffee, then how much 
does the average college student with 
the harassing 'fraternity system and I house to form the three sub-commit- 
the eternal distraction of studies spend tees, the original member from the sen- 
upon the newspaper and the daily ar- ate becoming chairman of each sub- 
tides of note? With this situation committee, 
existing very little attention is paid to Subcommittee,
the paper outside of scanning the sport The d <alrman for ,he ^..committee 
page and the comic strips. rlsitlng the University was D. V. Hig-
bie, senator from Sweet Grass county.
THIS being the case, the “big spread ’ The other members of this committee of last tfeek will receive little at- were Senator H. W. Stoutenburg,
tention from the college students. The Treasu 
Wickersham report will be remembered 
as well as the actual score of a football 
game played ten years ago. That Is, 
the scant digestion of the day’s news 
that most of us indulge in leaves us 
with the old taste of an old subject— 
that prohibition is still under fire and 
that something ought to be done about 
It. But we should go farther a n d K nlwlng,  on (he 
obtain the actual lengths that the comj 
mission has gone to get out of the con] 
flirting morass of discussion.
•unty; Leonard Plank,
There was also included in this tour 
from the J an inspection of the heating plant as 
an example of efficient use of coal; 
tour of the Forestry nursery to see the 
use being made of the land purchased 
by the alumni; and a drive around 
Corbin and North-balls, and to South 
hall for lunch. Those present at the 
lunch were the six members of the in­
vestigative committee; Dc/ms Jesse, 
Stone, and Mollett; % C?» Swearingen, 
maintenance engineer; J. B. Speer, 
business manager; Fred Yeedcr, stu-
Varsity Vodvil 
Will Be Qiven 
Next Quarter
Committee Approves Action 
Of Central Board in 
Postponement.
At a meeting of Varsity Vodvil man­
agers and fraternity representatives 
yesterday .afternoon, the latter unani­
mously approved Central Board's ac­
tion in postponing this year’s presenta­
tion until the third week In the spring 
quarter.
I t was also decided that all manu­
scripts this year must be written by 
persons who are regularly enrolled in 
school. Trouble has arisen In former 
years, when prize-winning acts were 
disputed because their authors were 
not regularly-enrolled students.
The question of trophies was also dis­
cussed. I t  was also agreed that, as In 
former years, twenty-five dollars will 
be given to each group which survives 
the eliminations and presents its act 
in the finals. The fcwo-prizc-wlnnlng 
acts will receive twenty-five dollars in 
addition.
FORESTRY DEAN 
IS HONOR GUEST \ 
OF LOCAL MEN
Walter Mumford Visits With 
Service and Faculty 
Members.
dent manager of Sonth hall; 0. II. Me­
ntor from Liberty county; and Repre-1 representing Missoula business
sentatives II. A. Sample, Dawson coun- enterprises, and President Clapp, 
ty ; T. E. Nelstend, Carter county; and This committee also Inspected the 
M. A. Brown, Cascade county. j gfatc School for the Deaf, Blind, and
President C. II. Clapp and T. C. Feeble Minded at Bonlder; the State 
Swearingen, maintenance engineer, ac- Orphans’ Home at Twin Bridges; the 
com pa uied the investigative committee State Normal college at Dillon: and 
>n a tour oi inspection of the various the State School of Mines at Butte.
ampus. The tour I Another of these subcommittees vis- 
included : Science building, inspection I ited the State college at Bozeman, the 
of the chemistry and pharmacy equip- Eastern Montana Normal school at Bil- 
ment; Journalism building, these two lings, the State Industrial School at 
j buildings being the first visited; the Miles City, and the Northern Montana
THE object, then, of today’s discus-1 gymnasium, where the committee was J Normal school at Havre. The third sion Is to imprint, if possible, a few shown a model gym; Simpkins hall, j committee visited the Tuberculosis 
of the fundamental conclusions and examination of Little Theater and Sanitarium at Galen, the State Insane 
opinions'that may be drawn from the room used for It. 0. T. C. and band Asylum at Warm Springs, and the 
Wickersham report on prohibition. It practice; Natural Science building. State Penitentiary a t Deer Lodge, 
carries not only informational value | where they were shown a model build- These committees are to meet and I 
bat also the trend of opinion on a ques- j ing in contrast to the others; Library; make their recommendations .to  the I 
tion that la very vital fo the American Craig hall, an example of what could | major committee which will in turn re- 
public. I t Is not a prime prerequisite be done in the way of remodeling a port back to the senate and house, 
for a college student, but opinion of
More Clubs Are 
On Schedule for 
Sentinel Picture
Staff Will Leave Blanks for All 
Unreported Student 
Activity Lists.
Prominent members of the local For­
est Service and of the School of For­
estry faculty gathered at an informal 
breakfast at the Florence hotel at 10 
o'clock Sunday morning, given in honor 
of Dean Walter Mulford of the Univer­
sity of California.
Dean Mulford Is head of the Division 
of Forestry of the University of Cali­
fornia, as well as assistant dean of the 
College of Agriculture. He was on the 
campus Saturday afternoon and Sun­
day morning, on a general inspection 
of the School of Forestry plant and 
equipment.
Professor Irwin W. Cook presided 
at the breakfast, calling upon several 
men for short talks. There was a gen­
eral discussion on the mutual plans of 
the Division of Forestry of the Univer­
sity of California and the School of 
Forestry of the University of Montana. 
These two schools have always worked 
together and have shown a fine spirit 
of cooperation.
Dean Mulford left Sunday afternoon.
this sort is extrcAely valuable In the 
understanding of America to d ay - 
then there’s the conversational end. Montana Masquers to Qive 
First Program of Winter 
Quarter on Thursday Night | that (ti
Club pictures for the 1931 Sentinel 
will be taken in the women's gym­
nasium Wednesday night starting at 
7:20 and continuing until 8:30 o'clock. 
In order that the schedule will be run 
I off without unnecessary delay mem- 
I bers of the clubs are urged to be on 
j time.
Women’s Gymnasium Wednesday.
7 :20—Forestry Rifle Club.
7 :30—“Masquers.
7 :-i0—1Tanan.
7:50—Newman Club.
8:00—Sigma Alpha Iota.
8:10—Pharmacy Club.
8:20—Kappa Psi.
8:30—Student Union Building Com-
Qrizzly Band 
Plans Spring 
Tour of State
Kalispell and Whitefish Will 
Hear Concerts in 
Spring.
BERNARD F. OAKES 
SUCCEEDS MILBURN 
AS GRIZZLY COACH
Assistant Coach of University of Nebraska Visiting Uni­
versity Over Week-End Is Accepted 
As New Mentor.
“ We are extremely fortunate to engage a football coacb of the 
calibre of Bernard Oakes/ 7 said President C. H. Clapp when inter­
viewed yesterday, “ especially because of the wide range of experi­
ence he has had in state universities run under the same system as 
the one here and also in endowed schools.**
Although Mr. Oakes was only here J ---------------------- *--------------------------
one day, the students and townspeople J with the Marine corps. I t  was after 
had a chance to see him as he was pub-1 receiving an honorable discharge from 
llcly announced between halves of the the service that be entered the Unl- 
Montana-Gonzaga game and created a J versity of Illinois where along with 
very favorable Impression. his football ability he was an able
In his first season as a member of performer in other sports, having won 
the Pacific Coast conference Bunny j his numerals in wrestling and swim-
Oakes will compete with some of 
the strongest teams In the west, or 
for that matter, in the nation. On 
October 3 the University of Wash­
ington will play host to the Grizz­
lies. Then the University of Idaho 
will be met at Moscow and on Oc­
tober 24 the coftference champions, 
Washington State college's Cougars, 
will come to Missoula. Oregon 
State college and the University of 
Southern California are the last 
conference teams on the list, and 
both will be played on their home 
gridirons.
Coaching Experience.
ming, and he was a member of the 
Illinois track squad which won the 
Big Ten championship in 1924, being 
a banrtner-thrower and shot-putter.
Oakes has attended many coaching 
schools including those conducted by 
Knute Rockne, Glenn Warner and 
Robert Znppke. He has also seen a 
display of the type of football played 
in the Pacific Coast conference when 
the University of Nebraska played the 
University of Washington a few years 
afco.
"Bunny”, as he is commonly known 
Is married and has a son six months 
old who is all ready learning the fun-
j Gertrude Jaqueth, Marjorie Stewart and Georgia Metlen 
Are Student Directors of Three One-Acts 
On the Program.
Three one-ac the first of the series of productions to be I
THE Wickersham committee, headed by George W. Wickersham. was 
appointed by President Hoover almost 
two years ago to make a thorough and 
Ittinstaking investigation of the pro­
hibition question in the United States.
The commission commenced work upon 
the stupendous task. Their first re­
quest being for absolute privacy, but 
under the pressure of Congress and 
public opinion they Issued preliminary
reports which seemingly have weak-1 given by the Montana Masquers this quarter, will be presented 
ened the force and strength which the Thursday evening at 8:13 o'clock in the Little Theater, 
report should have carried. The mill- ^ jie j g wj1£cj1 
tant wets point to the fact that be-1. ^udents' are * “ 
cause of the distinctive trend of pro- Co]ln -Finder's Keepers"
by George Kelly and “The Flattering 
I Word” also by George Kelly. The us- 
ial twenty-five cent admission charge 
trill be made for the program.
"Across the Border.”
To „  . . .  . . .  . . >, I The first of these plays, "Across theHE final report which was submit- I , „ . . . .. . .
,  1 Border , is being directed by Gertrudetwl tn ffu» PntfiMonf svmeiata nf I ,, . ,Jaqueth. The cast Is:
| Mrs. Hopper
Ed Hopper.......—-----
Frank Henderson .......
Due to the success of last year’s con­
cert In Kalispell the Grizzly band is 
planning a more extended trip this 
year through the Northwestern part 
of the state. At present, according to 
Vernon Horen, business manager of 
the band, arrangements have been 
made with both Kalispell and White- 
fish for concerts during the April trip.
As many towns will be visited as the 
financial status of the band permits at 
that time.
Although the band will play no for­
mal concerts this quarter new music 
has been purchased and is being rfe- 
this must be done if they want an I hearsed three times weekly in prepar- 
tivity list by their picture in the I ation for spring concerts and the trip.
Oakes, who is a graduate of the Uni- daxnentals of the game his father so 
versity of Illinois, where be played I ably teaches.
with the team that won the Big Six j Desiring to advance in his profes- 
title in 1923, has had seven years of J gjon and assume the responsibility of 
actual coaching experience, having coaching a  team of his own was one 
been assistant coach at the University j 0f  the main reasons for his taking the 
©f Tennessee for two years and line position at Montana and he comes 
coach a t the University of Nebraska highly recommended, 
for five years. He was also an in- At Montana he will have the sup- 
structor in physical education a t Ne- port of the faculty, athletic committee, 
braska and will act in the same capac- and Is highly recommended by Major 
ity at Montana as he received his de- frank  Milburn, whom he is succeeding.
Senior activity lists are coming in 
•lowly, and seniors are Reminded
Sentinel, as the staff will make 
attempt to fill in the list and a blank 
will be left If no list is turned in.
hlbitional failure and overwhelming | 
wet material, the commission 
forced to send out these reports and | 
also .to take such a long time in the 
compilation of the report.
1 ­
ted to the President consists of 
eleven recommendations. The most Im­
portant ones are: That the commission 
Is opposed to repeal of the prohibition 
art; that they are opposed to the sa­
loons ; that they do not favor a change 
to state control and distribution; they 
*re opposed to the manufacture of 
light wines and beer; that they believe 
that the present enforcement of the act |
ill all be directed .
•ross the Border” Lena Znkor, her daughter........ .......
.................. ....Phoebe Patterson
Eugene Tesh, a prominent dramatic
star ...........................Roland Carnine
In this farce-satire the flattering 
word, the one compliment that has 
never failed. Is to tell any man, woman 
or child that he should be on the stage 
and we find that a dowdy, buxom 
woman whose clothes come from a 
Alice Lamb mail-order house and rummage sales, 
.James Speer her equally buxom, slovenly and un- 
George Long talented daughter and even the dlg-
The scene for "Across the Border” 
Is laid In a ranch house In Southwest 
Texas, near the Mexican border. 
Marjorie Stewart Directs. 
"Finder’s Keepers”*, the second of
Is inadequate; that prohibition appro-1 the play 
priations should be increased. Then 
came the clause of controversy, which 
has aroused hopes in the breasts of the 
vrets: the commission or some believe 
that prohibition is nnenforcable and 
then, with the final recommendation 
in case of a change that Congress be 
granted the power to regulate and con­
trol the traffic and manufacture of 
liquors.
U^BOM this report President Hoover 
■*- hung out a pure and unsullied flag 
of allegiance to prohibition. He said,
“The commission, by a large majority 
does not favor the repeal of the 
Eighteenth Amendment as a method of 
cure for the inherent abuses of the 
liquor traffic. I am in accord with 
this view.”
TT is easy to jump a t conclusions from 
President Hoover's statement. That 
prohibition is still intact and that an 
expert committee has upheld ojir meth­
od of prohibition. But the dissension 
•tarts when we study the Individual re­
ports of the commission. Each member 
of the commission was privileged to 
•ubmit an individual opinion. Of the 
eleven members of the commission six 
differed in opinion with general report 
of the . commission. Two of them, 
Monte Lemann and Miss Ada Coui- 
*tock, advocated repeal.
nified, pedantic minister arc all sus­
ceptible to this flattering word. In 
the course of this play the star actor 
succeeds in making fools of them all.
is being directed by Marjorie 
This play has already been 
performed for and well received by the 
Missoula V. W. 0. A. where it was 
presented last Friday afternoon.
The cast for the play is:
Mrs. Eugene AldrId..„Sylviu Sweet man
Eugene Aldrid____ >....Eddie Dussault
Mrs. Hampton______.7.....Alice Taylor
Mrs. Aldrid returns from ber after­
noon shopping unusually happy be­
cause she had found an ordinary gold 
mesh purse containing $400. Her prin­
ciple is finder's keepers but her hus­
band insists that honesty is the best 
policy and that every effort should be 
made to find the owner and return his 
property to him.
This conflict continues throughout 
the play, greatly complicated by the 
fact that a dear friend and neighbor 
was the loser of the purse. After the 
neighbor has gone home, the husband 
'phones her that bo bos found the 
money. A search, however, reveals 
that his wife on the way home had 
| lost, not only the purse, but also her 
own pocketbook.
"The Flattering Word.” 
Georgia Mae Metlen is directing the 
last of the plays, “The Flattering 
Word.” The cast is:
Rev. Loring Itlgley.....Taylor Gardner
Mary, his wife ..............Pauline Fritz
Mrs. Zukor, a churchworke
P. C. Phillips 
Reviews Book 
For Magazine
Mead’s Work Is Subject of 
Feature in Dakota 
Quarterly.
Spanish Club 
W ill Sponsor 
Open Session
Phillips and Thomas Will 
Speak on Versions of 
Monroe Doctrine.
An open symposium will be held by 
the Spanish club In its regular meeting 
this Wednesday at 7 :30 at the Alpha 
Chi Omega sorority house.
The topic for discussion will be "The 
Monroe Doctrine” but Miss Emlnger 
wishes it to be known that there will 
be very little of the history given, rath­
er the political and diplomatic inter­
pretation will be stressed.
Professor Paul C. Phillips, of the De­
partment of History, will speak on the 
American version of the question. Pro­
fessor Phillips is a nationally known 
authority on this subject. Professor 
B. E. Thomas, of the Spanish depart­
ment, willl cover the Latin-Amerlcan 
side of the question, introducing many 
reativcly unfamiliar points.
The meeting will be concluded by 
singing three new songs and if there is 
time, according to Miss Eminger, a 
Spanish game will be played. Refresh­
ments will be served.
The band will appear at all the rest of 
the home basketball games.
NEW OFFICERS 
OFBANDFRAT 
ARE SELECTED
Annual Election Will Occupy 
Members of Kappa Kappa 
Psi Tonight.
Kappa Kappa Psi, honorary band 
fraternity, will bold its first meeting 
of the quarter tonight in Main hall for 
election of officers.
Present officers are George Boring- 
don, president; Vernon Hoven, vlce- 
presldenC Dudley Brown, secretary; 
and Bill Brown, correspondent.
All rfctlves and pledges are asked to 
dttend this meeting, which, according 
to Bovlngdon, is one of the most im­
portant of the year.
Professor P. C. Phillips, head of the 
Department of History and Political 
Science, has just completed a feature 
book-review for the March issue of the 
North Dakota Historical Quarterly 
magazine.
The magazine Is published by the 
department of American history of the 
University of North Dakota, at Grand 
Forks. I t  contains only news of hi­
storical nature and is published four 
times a year.
Professor Phillips has reviewed 
Meud’s "Development of the United 
States Since 1805”. This is a very 
recent book und is considered outstand­
ing in the field of late historical pub­
lications, dealing principally with the 
economic and social development in 
the United States from 1805 to the 
Marian Hanford 1 present time.
Math Club Meets 
Wednesday Night
A. S. Merrill Will Review “The 
Parade of the Living.**
There will be a regular meeting of 
the Mathematics club Wednesday eve­
ning at 7 :30 o'clock in Craig hall.
A. S. Merrill, professor of mathe­
matics, will give a review on “The Par­
ade of the “Living” written by John 
Ilogdon Bradley. This book was 
choice of the Scientific Book of the 
Month club for September.
The author was formerly assistant 
professor of geology at the State Uni­
versity and is now professor of geology 
at the L’niversity of Southern Cult 
| fornia.
gree from the University of Illinois in 
physical education.
Oakes Is well acquainted with all the 
coaches in the Pacific Coast conference 
with whom he will come in contact 
next year and they have all voiced 
their approval and congratulate the 
University on receiving the services of 
snch a valuable man.
Athletic Record.
He returned to Lincoln, Nebraska, 
Saturday where he is still under con­
tract and will remain there until time 
for spring training here. If  he will be 
able to terminate his connections with 
the University of Nebraska at that 
time he will establish his residence 
here, otherwise it  will be necessary for 
him to return to Lincoln after spring 
football practice and remain there until
Having risen from the rank of prl- summer, 
vate to that of sergeant in the Marine Mr. Oakes is anxious to conduct a 
corps in the World War is another one coaching school here this summer so 
of his accomplishments. At the time that his methods can be broadcasted to 
he entered the service he was only 17 high school coaches throughout the 
years old. He also played football state.
Students May Buy Seats 
In Blocks for Hi-Jinx at 
Wilma Tomorrow Morning
Dress Rehearsal of the Entire Production Will Be Held 
Thursday Night; Third Act Is Acclaimed 
Feature of Show.
Tickets go on sale at 10 o ’clock tomorrow morning a t the Wilma 
box office on the second floor of the Smead-Simons building, accord­
ing to the announcement made last evening by the Hi-Jinx produc­
tion staff. Students and townspeople have an equal chance for the 
best seats and an exceptionally large advance sale is expected by 
A. S. U. M. officials who are predicting practically a sell-out for both 
shows. As in former years many of the students are buying their 
seats in block sections.
Prices announced are the entire low- • '
Biology Qroup 
W ill Sponsor 
Special Movie
Phi Sigma Presents Film on 
Growth of Cancer 
Thursday.
■ floor and first balcony for one dol- before,” one student said. "You 
r per seat All seats back of that laugh until you can’t  laugh any
 will 
 more
with the exception of the last five j and clap until your hands are «
ill “The tap chorus directed by Helen 
ill Fleming deserves a special word of 
commendation,” said Manager Barn-
Anyone Interested In seeing a motion 
picture on the development of cancer 
outside the body may realize the op­
portunity this week Wednesday or 
Thursday at 7:30 in room 200 of the 
Forestry building. The exact date will 
be posted on the bulletin board at the 
entrance of Main hall.
The picture Is brought here through 
the auspices of Phi Sigma, biological 
fraternity. Thu picture is open to 
everyone and no admission charge will 
bo asked. The picture is not so tech­
nical in nature and anyone having a 
basic knowledge of biology will have 
no difficulty in following and appre­
ciating the picture. I t  illustrates the 
growth and development of the cancer 
cells that have been taken from the 
body and grown in a culture media, 
and a film lias been made during the 
i growth and will be shown here.
rowe which will sell at 50 cents 
rows which will sell at 50 cents 
sold except at the box office.
Dress Rehearsal.
It was announced that a dress re­
hearsal will be held Thursday at 7 
o’clock In Main hall. "It Is absolutely 
necessary for everyone to be there and 
to have their costumes. The entire 
show will be gone through and the 
final polishing will be done,” said 
Miriam Barnhill.
The work is now being concentrated 
upon the third act—the feature act of 
the production. Dancing and songs 
are predominant in this part, with 
"Kiss Me Again” being the theme song. 
A violin sextet, a waltzing number 
done by Hazel Mumm and Dick O’Mal­
ley, and Rowe Morrell's singing are 
the high spots of the act. Special 
scenery, lighting effects and beautiful 
costumes make it an alluring bit of 
I entertainment.
Previewers.
Rehearsals were held last Saturday 
and Sunday afternoons. Several stu­
dents who are not going to be in Mis­
soula the night of the production 
viewed the rehearsals and their com­
ments were entirely favorable. "This 
is the best thing the University will 
see In a long time and by far better 
than any production ever staged here
hill in telling of some of the features. 
“I t is wonderful.” Marjorie Crawford, 
Virginia Cooney, Jeannette McGrade, 
and Marguerite Brown make np the 
personnel of this chorus.
Hi-Jinx in its old form is traced back 
to 1906, when the University band put 
on a show which it called the "All 
Nations Show”. The next year a sim­
ilar show was put on, this time by the 
Glee club. This year the show was in 
the form of a skit, razzing members 
of the faculty and a few prominent 
students. The custom of the men and 
women alternately putting on the show 
was started in 1910. Hl-Jlnx has 
gradually grown and with the con­
tinual growth of the enrollment the 
production as it was outgrew Itself. 
"A Million for a Man” starts a new 
era for the production.
Line Addresses
Butte Kiwanis Club
Dean B. C. Line, head of the School 
of Business Administration, will leave 
Wednesday for Butte. He will ad­
dress the Kiwanis club there on the 
subject of "Business Stabilisation".
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The Man From Nebraska.
S FTER many anxious months of waiting, the students of the University of Montana learned who the new mentor of the Grizzly pack would be. Appropriately enough, 
Bernard F. Oakes was introduced to the student body when it 
assembled for a Bport event. The ringing cheer for him at the 
game Friday night attests its approval.
We believe the athletic board, the committee of selection, has 
done well in the selection of the man from Nebraska. His bril­
liant record shows well his interest in his profession. His par­
ticipation in football makes him an expert in that line of en­
deavor. His teaching experience speaks well for his ability 
and ingenuity.
Briefly, let us review the record of the man from Nebraska. 
He played prominent football as a youngster on an Illinois 
high school team. As a member of the United States Marine 
corps, with a year’s service in France, he was on the strong 
Marine corps eleven. During his-college career at Illinois he 
was a member of the B ig Ten conference championship team. 
That he is an athlete, is  evident from his success in football, 
track, wrestling and swimming, in all of which he has won his 
numerals.
His coaching experience is an enviable one: first assistant 
coach at the University of Tennesssee; line coach, freshman 
football coach and assistant track coach and assistant coach 
at the University of Nebraska where two Big Six champion­
ships were won.
Again we wish to express the approval of the student body 
through its paper, of the new coach.
Let's Have a Little Justice.
COLLEGE students in general are possessed of a fair grade of intelligence—an intelligence at least above that of quarreling six-year-olds. Scholastic patriots attend­
ing football games of special consequence, such as the annual 
Bobcat game in Butte, may indeed become rough and unruly, 
may make themselves obnoxious through liquored activities, 
but even at such times the quelling presence of an armed offi­
cer is seldom needed. Ordinarily the college man at the college 
event is fairly quiet and well-behaved, and can well get along 
without strong-arming by the law.
This is especially true at University basketball games.
Last Friday night occurred an incident which greatly in­
censed many students and came rather near precipitating a 
riotous demonstration. A certain prominent student and for­
mer football player, attending the Gonzaga game, was ar­
rested—with, it must be admitted, very little provocation—by 
a uniformed policeman. He was then practically pilloried in 
full view of the crowd for several minutes by being hand­
cuffed to a wheel high on the gymnasium wall. He was re­
leased only upon the intervention of President Clapp.
Perhaps the student was rude or indiscreet, but was that 
sufficient reason to humiliate him in such a manner? He was 
certainly not making himself in any way noticeable to his fel 
low students or to the townspeople; the only grievance against 
him lay with the policeman. The fact that the officer in ques­
tion is particularly unpopular on this campus for his harsl 
methods on various occasions is beside the point; what con­
cerns us is the deprecating attitude of Misssoula’s police force 
in assuming that University students cannot be trusted at their 
own functions.
We are college men, not babies. I f  in the interests of the 
safety of Missoula citizens a policeman must be placed on duty 
at University affairs, let him be placed in the townspeople 
section of the building and confine his activities to that region 
Let him also maintain the dignity of his office and be judicious 
in the execution of his duties, and he will find no opposition 
within the college ranks. Power poorly wielded is worse than 
no power at all.—V. H.
The Honor System.
Science says that snakes are near­
sighted. That holds true for parlor 
snakes, too, judging from what they 
choose to team up with on a davenport.
Frightfully nearsighted, we would 
say, after watching how close an in­
spection seems to be necessary.
Dirty Socks may throw a little light 
on the subject They say It will treat 
the most serious subjects lightly.
We're using a new typewriter this 
week. The “I” got worn off the old 
one.
A. W. S. sponsors etiquette talks for 
Washington co-eds. We might suggest 
a few topics that would, if efficiently 
dealt with, solve problems for co-eds 
who find their poise almost shattered 
now and then.
Should she insult him by asking for 
chaser, if she can get her breath? j 
What should she do when her escort 
wants to make love to a lamp post? 
What is the correct method of coming 
home late?
Lawless crowd, these Montana stu­
dents. Or they'd like to be anyway. 
The referee is the only official who 
Is safe, and he's apt to get mobbed 
some night
The state militia will be called out 
for track meets and football games.
There are nine rides every hour be­
tween the. University and town, making 
a ride every six minutes and forty sec­
onds, if portioned off evenly.
As it is, there are three rides every 
minute for one minute and a ride 
every twenty-nine minutes for the next 
half hour.
Bus drivers* wail: Who said we
were going to raise the fare?
Dear Huddle:
What should I  do when I  come to 
school for an 8 o'clock class and find 
a blanket with mud on it in the back 
seat of a sedan belonging to a girl 
that I  had taken out and thought the 
nicest thing in the school?
Yours truly,
GERALD.
My Dear Gerald:
Improve your technique.
Your loving uncle,
HUD.
The definition of an optimist that 
we’ve been working on for a month 
has failed to materialize. We’re try­
ing to coin a new and original one 
and really think we can do it.
Ode to a  Missing Shaving Brush.
I spent four bits nine years ago 
And got a faithful friend.
Come back, my wand’ring shaving 
brush,
Don't make this the end.
In strange hotels, in homes, in jail 
We've always been together.
And never once did you refuse 
To work me up a lather.
Some heartless fiend has stolen you 
And left me broken hearted.
My beard is long, my temper’s short. 
I'm blue since you departed.
Each time I  shave I ’ll think of you. 
I’ll never cease to pine.
But I  hope you'll scratch his face t 
shreds
Just like you did to mine.
EVERY so often the subject of the honor system come? up on the Montana campus, usually being instigated by a discussion or controversy over the question of its merits 
on another campus where it is a custom or where it is being 
inaugurated.
Though last quarter’s final examinations are a thing of the 
past, and are to a large extent forgotten, and the finals of this 
qnarter have not begun to worry students as yet, there is no 
reason why the question of the honor system should be held 
for discussion until a more opportune time.
The question comes up whenever any examinations are given 
in any school or department. Many students resent the fact 
that even though they have progressed to the general status 
of university students, they are still watched over like chil­
dren in the grade schools. They insist that if they were put on 
their honor, they would be willing to exert themselves to a 
much greater extent in both preparing for and writing their 
examinations. ,
It would be well worth trying, to put the honor system in 
effect within schools and departments. However, it is hardly 
possible to visualize the honor system in as large a group as 
takes its final examinations in the men’s gymnasium at the 
end of the quarter. And after all, the professors who are 
present are there to help and not to criticize.—M. W.
BE PATIENT
Telephone Girls Operate 
New Board.
If the telephone girl doesn’t answer 
rnr ring immediately, or if y 
unable to communicate with her when 
wish, have patience—they are 
stalling a new switch board at 
Main hall exchange.
Is a modern board and, the main 
tenance department says, it will speed 
up calls. The old one is being sent 
back to the factory for repairs 
soldering.
The new board will be installed . 
the wiring done by changing wire 
a time, in this way all the telephones 
on the campus will not be “out” a t the 
same time. I t  Is expected to be in­
stalled and ready for service by Thurs­
day afternoon.
the
and
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SOCIETY
Virginia Warden underwent a minor 
operation at S t Patrick's hospital yes­
terday. She will be confined there for 
a few days.
North Hall.
North hall gave a formal dance Fri­
day night Phil Sheridan’s orchestra 
played. Chaperons were President and 
Mrs. C. H. Clapp, Dean Harriet R. 
Sedman, Professor and Mrs. Paul 
Bischoff, Professor Harry Turney- 
High, Professor Darrell Parker, Mrs. 
Theodore Brantly, Miss LaGreta Low- 
man.
Valeria Gleed and Lucille Ogee spent 
the week end in Alberton visiting 
friends.
Miss LaGreta Lowman spent Sat­
urday and Sunday with Miss Helen 
Groff, former Corbin hall dietician, in 
Victor.
Doris Roberts of Deer Lodge spent 
the iweek end with her sister, Jennie 
Roberts.
Delores Harris of Deer Lodge spent 
the week end with Kathleen Dunn at 
North hall.
Ruth Robinson of Livingston spent 
the week end with Marjorie Bodine.
Kay Bailey’s sister lunched with her 
a t North hall Saturday. Her parents 
were down from Corvallis for the week 
end.
Mary Nash spent the week end at 
her home in Butte.
Corbin Hall.
Corbin hall formal winter dance was 
given Friday n ight Sheridan’s  or­
chestra played. Chaperons were 
President and Mrs. C. H. Clapp, Dean 
Harriet Sedman, Professor and Mrs. 
O. F. Deiss, Richard Lillard, Mrs. F. 
K. Turner and Miss Lucille Brown.
Mrs. E. C. Carrnth of Havre was the 
week end guest of her daughter, Coolie 
Carruth, a t Corbin h a lt  They spent 
Sunday in Helena.
Marguerite ColUton was the dinner 
guest of Vera Anderson a t Corbin hall 
Friday.
Sunday guests a t Corbin hall were 
Florence Smith, Helen Rahte, Alice 
Davidson and Helyne Remington.
Fritz Walker was a luncheon guest 
a t Corbin hall Saturday.
Rose Southworth spent the week end 
in Stevensville.
Pat Corley and Dorothy Brown spent 
the week-end a t their homes in Ste­
vensville and Corvallis.
Juanita Armour spent the week end 
a t her home in St. Ignatius.
Kappa Alpha Theta.
Kappa Alpha Theta celebrated the 
joint occasion of Founder’s Day and 
initiation with a formal banquet at 
the Florence hotel Sunday evening at 
6:80 o’clock. Sixty alumnae, active 
and pledge members were present Mrs. 
H. G. Merriam presided as toastmis- 
tress and responses were made by Mary 
Louise Davenport Eleanore Dyer, 
Mary Breen and Ruth Wold. The new 
initiates a re : Phoebe Patterson, Elinor 
Marlowe, Margaret McKay, and Ruth 
Wallace, Missoula; Alice Cowan, 
Havre; Cletta Shepherd, Kansas City, 
Missouri; Jane Snyder, Madeline Wer- 
ness, Billings; and Ruth Wold, Laurel. 
Honorary Initiation was conferred up­
on these nine pledges because of the 
completion of the required number of 
grade points for spring initiation, in 
one qnarter.
D. S. L. Banquet.
Delta Sigma Lambda gave an initia­
tion banquet for pledges initiated early 
Sunday morning. I t  was held a t the 
Florence hotel Sunday afternoon and 
alumnae, active and pledge members 
attended. Those initiated were: R. L. 
Summerville, Ben Overland, Lowell 
Dailey, Tom Coleman, Ernest Allen, 
Harold Christiansen, and Dave Han- 
nant,
A reception for Mrs. Ida Davenport 
was held by Delta Gamma members 
last Saturday afternoon from 3 until 5 
o’clock. Mrs. Harriet Sedman, Mrs. 
R. G. Bailly, Mrs. L. W. Oberhauser, 
Mrs. F. K. Turner, Fay McCollum and 
the honor guest were in the receiving 
line that welcomed the guests. Decor­
ations were in yellow and white and 
were carried out in both the tea table 
and room decorations. Mrs. Theodore 
Brantly and Mrs. G. Wilcox poured.
Dorothy Rawn entertained at her 
home on South Fourth street in honor 
of the pledges of Alpha Phi sorority 
last Sunday afternoon. Bridge was 
played during the hours of 2 :30 to 5 :30 
o’clock with high honors going to Ger­
trude Hawks and consolation prize 
awarded to Marie Mathews. Irene 
Cunningham assisted the hostess in en­
tertaining the guests and in serving 
the lunch a t the close of the afternoon.
Saturday evening Kappa Kappa 
Gamma gave a  fireside a t the fra­
ternity house on Connell avenue. Music 
was furnished by Paul Keith, Andy 
Anderson and Mope Dickinson. Mrs. 
R. J. Maxey was chaperone and guests 
of the occasion were Elsie Pauly and 
Jimmy Brown.
Virginia Connolly of Billings was 
formally tapped as a member of Tanan
Gonzaga-Grizzly game In the meri’s 
gymnasium. Virginia Connolly is a 
member of Alpha Chi Omega sorority.
Alpha Xi Delta gave a fireside Sat­
urday night Mr. and Mrs. Ed Thomp- 
were chaperons. Music wag fur­
nished by Lowndes Maury.
Alpha Xi Delta announces the pledg­
ing of Ellen Shields of Choteau and 
Mary Mabel Reichel of Helena.
Kappa Delta gave a formal dance 
a t the Chimney Corner Saturday night. 
The hall was transformed into a  win­
ter scene with icicles and appropriate 
decorations. Mrs. Caroline Avery and 
Mrs. Edna Palmer were chaperons. 
Nat Allen’s orchestra played. About 
forty couples attended the dance.
Phi Sigma Kappa gave a fireside 
Saturday night Bob Leslie’s orches­
tra  played. Chaperons were Dean and 
Mrs. Tom Spaulding, and Mr. and Mrs. 
Lynn Thompson.
Dean and Mrs. R. C. Line enter­
tained at Sunday night supper. Guests 
were Professor and Mrs. F. O. Smith, 
Professor and Mrs., R. T. Young, Miss 
Farrar, Mr. and Mrs. Theodore Shoe­
maker, Professor and Mrs. Rufus Cole­
man.
Kappa Delta held initiation Sunday 
morning for Jeannette Eldering, Kath­
erine Eamon, Mary Martin, Dora Ja­
cobson, Olive Midgett Initiation was 
followed by a formal breakfast a t 
which sweet peas and other flowers of 
pastel shades were used for decoration.
Formal pledging ceremony was held 
Sunday morning for Flora Horsky and 
Gertrude Jaqneth by Kappa Kappa 
Gamma.
Alpha Tan Omega entertained at a 
fireside a t the chapter home last Sat­
urday night Eddie Mertz’s orchestra 
furnished the music and Mrs. George 
Bovingdon and Captain Herbert of 
Fort Missoula chaperoned.
PHILLIPS WRITES 
NEW BIOGRAPHY 
FOR SCRIBNER’S
Sketch Appears as Part of 
Series on Famous 
Americans.
PLATT SPEAKS 
TO Y. W. C. A. 
CLASS ON FOOD
Second of Series of Six Talks 
On Home Economics 
Is Tonight.
Appearing in the sixth volume of the 
Dictionary of American Biography 
which will soon be released by Scrib­
ner’s, is a biographical sketch of Gen­
eral Benjamin F. Potts, written by 
Professor Paul C. Phillips, head of the 
Department of History and Political 
Science.
This is the sixteenth biography of 
important and outstanding men of 
Montana, written by Professor Phillips. 
He has already submitted biographies 
of such men as Clyde Augustus Dnnl- 
way, second president of the Univer­
sity ; W. A. Clark, of Anaconda Copper 
mining fame; Senator Carter; Gover­
nor Sidney Edgerton; Paris Gibson, 
founder of Great Falls; and Oscar 
Craighead. These fifteen biographies 
have already appeared in the first five 
volumes.
The Dictionary of American Bio­
graphies is a  recent undertaking of the 
American Council of Learned Societies, 
which is composed of the leading edu­
cational societies In the United States, 
including national societies of arts and 
sciences, history, anthropology, eco­
nomics, biology, sociology, and the Bio­
graphical Society of America.
The object of the dictionary is to 
write authentic biographies of 20,000 
outstanding Americans. The original 
plans call for 20 volumes, five of which 
have been published to date, and the 
sixth which will appera soon.
According to Professor Phillips, the 
New York Times, and its president, 
Adolph S. Ochs, “prompted solely by a 
desire for public service and research 
work”, made the publications possible 
by a subvention of more than 500,000 
dollars, with the understanding that 
the entire responsibility for the con­
tents of the volumes would rest with 
the American Council of Learned So­
cieties.
Professor Phillips has been writing 
for some time on his biography of 
General Potts, who was an important 
figure in the Civil War and one-time 
territorial governor of Montana.
The five volumes of the dictionary 
which have already appeared may be 
found on Professor Phillips’ reserved 
reading shelf in the Library.
Anne Platt, assistant professor of 
home economics, will discuss planning 
of meals and table service tonight be­
fore the second meeting of a home 
economics class, recently organized by 
the local Y. W. C. A.
Her lecture, the second in a series of 
six to be given before Missoula women 
interested In scientific principles of 
home economics, will consider proper 
balancing of diet, and palatable com­
binations of food texture and flavor. 
She will demonstrate the etiquette of 
table service with the help of girls 
from the Department of Home Eco­
nomics.
She will continue discussion of these 
subjects at the following meeting, Feb­
ruary 3. The following week Helen 
Gleason, professor of home economics, 
will address the group, having as her 
subject color and line in dress con­
struction.
Colloquium Meets 
Wednesday Afternoon
An invitation is again extended to 
everybody to attend the regular meet­
ing of the Colloquium Wednesday 
afternoon at 4:10 o'clock in the Nat­
ural Science hall.
A. S. Merrill, professor of mathe­
matics, will present a review of Dr. 
Bradley's book, “The Parade of the 
Living”. Dr. Bradley was formerly an 
instructor in the Department of Ge­
ology a t the University of Montana.
A social half-honr will precede the 
review.
Buck Merrill, '28, a graduate stu­
dent in the School of Forestry, re­
turned recently from Pasadena, Cali­
fornia, where he spent the holidays.
FORMALS
%
The gay and 
colorful gowns 
accentuate 
the charm and 
beauty of the 
season.
IS
All actives and pledges are requested 
to attend the Kappa Kappa Psi mect_ 
lng tonight a t 7 :30 o'clock in room 202, 
Main hall.
GEORGE BOVINGDON, Pres.
All freshmen Interested In debate 
will meet with Jesse Bunch, room 200 
Student Store, a t 8 o’clock Thursday 
night
Kappa Pal will meet Tuesday eve­
ning a t 7:80 sharp.
REX WHITAKER, Regent
The east of the Spanish play (, 
requested to be at Miss Eminger’s 
office this afternoon at 4:30 o’clock 
for practice.
LOST.
A Gruen wrist watch between the 
University and downtown.
Call LEOLA STEVENS, 2073.
FOUND.
A rosary a t Main hall. Owner call 
a t  Kaimin office.
Class Will Visit
The Bischoff Home
The plan, construction, finishing and 
Interior arrangement of the home of 
Paul Bischoff a t 505 Evans avenue will 
be studied by members of the house 
planning and furnishing class of the 
Department of Home Economica 
They will make a  survey of the bout 
a t 4 o’clock Tuesday afternoon under 
the direction of Helen Gleason, In­
structor of the clasa
^ From
Lsalifomia 
to New Haven
. . .  the FAVORITE 
pipe tobacco of 
college men is—
WHEREVER college men pause to load their pipes 
you’ll see the familiar blue tin of 
Edgeworth!
At Calif ornia,at Yale, at Williaaa 
and Cornell. . .  in America’s lead* 
ing colleges and universities you 
will find Edgeworth the favorite 
smoking tobacco of tha college man.
College nun everywhere respond 
to the appeal of pipes—packed with 
cool, slow-burning Edgeworth. Bo 
guided by their choice. Try Edge* 
worth yourself. Taste its rich nat­
ural savor that is enhanced im­
measurably by Edgeworth’s dis­
tinctive eleventh process.
You will find Edgeworth at your 
nearest tobacco chop—15̂  the tin. 
Or,' for generous free sample, ad­
dress Larus & Bro. Co., 105 S. 22d 
St., Richmond, Va.
EDGEWORTH
SMOKING TOBACCO
Edgoworth !■ a Mead S t  
of f lu  old burleyu,
With its  n a tu ra l savor 
enhanced b y  Edge- 
w o rth ’s  d is t in c t iv e  
e le v e n th  p ro ce ss .
Buy Edgeworth any­
where in two forms 
—“ Ready-Rubbed" 
and “ Plug Slice.** AO 
eizes. 15rf p o ek e t 
package to  pound 
humidor tin.
FOX-WILMA
Tuesday to Thursday!
A SENSATIONAL HIT
iMANWUO' 
CAME BACK*
Gaynor anti Farrell back 
together again In a show 
that outshines their great 
triumphs of the past
Yon must see it!
FOX-RIALTO
Now Playing!
THE BIG LAUGH WOW
O A K IE  
I -GANG^k
/ ^ U S T E X %
JEANAfiTHUQ 
jfevM.Mr WILLIAMBOYD
' The hottest thrill com­
edy of Oakie’s career.
It’s sweeping the coun­
try and hits Missoula 
while It’s brand new.
W hat a  Show!
EVERYBODY'S Going H I - J I N X I
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Dr♦ C. A* Schenck Believes 
Poland Is Responsible for 
W orld Lumber Surplus
School of Forestry Professor Discusses Over-Production of 
Lumber at Meeting of International 
Lumbermen’s Association.
Am erican people do a  grea t deal of needless worrying over the 
so-called Russian over-production of lumber, according to Dr. C. A. 
Schenck of the School of Forestry.
Poland Responsible.
Poland, not Russia, Is the country 
which Is responsible for the tremend­
ous output of lumber which is resulting 
in the dumping of a huge surplus upon 
the market, said Dr. Schenck last night 
In a talk before the local unit of Hoo- 
Hoo, international lumbermen's asso­
ciation. While attending a recent 
meeting in Spokane. Dr. Schenck gave 
the same talk before the Hoo-Hoo mem­
bers there and It was so well received 
that be was asked to deliver It in this 
city.
“Rushan competition never will have 
to be feared by American producers,” 
said Dr. Schenck yesterday. “What 
are supposed to be the tremendous 
lumber-producing regions of Siberia do 
not exist The timber that does grow 
In Siberia is, for the most p a rt the 
less valuable species, larch. And when 
it comes to shipping this species over 
2.000 miles of railroad, it just isn't 
done.
Poland Seeks Profit.
“Poland, by the Versailles treaty, 
acquired extensive lumber-producing 
regions which bad formerly been owned 
by Germany. Ostensibly, Poland is 
now doing everything in her power to 
log off these lands and reap her profit 
from them. This is what Is causing 
the overloaded market
“The American people are going to 
have to realize before long that they 
are importing annually more lumber 
than they are exporting. The Ameri­
can lumber debt to Canada alone is 
more than $200,000,000 a year.”
HIGH SCHOOL 
EDITORS' GROUP 
HOLDS CONTEST
MONTANA SCHOOL OF JOURNALISM 
HAS GRADUATED 158 SINCE 1914
Announcements of Competi­
tion Sent Over State 
This Week.
Invitations to the High School Edi­
torial association have been sent out 
The meeting will be held here during 
Intorscholastlc week. May 14-15, and 
in order to have a 100 per cent repre­
sentation of the high school papers at 
the meeting arrangements have been 
started in ample time.
At the meeting the papers of the 
high schools are judged and prizes are 
awarded for the winners. A question­
naire for newspaper entry has also 
been sent. The papers have been di­
vided into four classes according to 
the enrollment of the schools.
Prizes consist of silver cups awarded
to the winner of each class. They are I three; North Dakota, Kentucky, Indi­
given by the Montana Press Assocta- nna» New Mexico, Kansas, Pennsyl
One hundred fifty-eight graduates since its inception in 1914, most 
of whom are now doing active journalistic work, is the record of the 
Montana School of Journalism, a survey conducted by journalism 
students reveals. In addition, the survey discloses, there are thirty 
men and women in professional journalism who attended but did not 
graduate from the School of Journalism.
Seventy in Montana.
Of these 188 former journalism stu­
dents, 70 are a t present located in 
Montana. Others are scattered 
throughout the country in the follow­
ing numbers: California 26, ten of 
whom are in San Francisco; Illinois 
(Chicago), nine; New York City, four, 
and the state of New York, six; Wash­
ington, 11 with four in Spokane; Min­
nesota, fire, with three in the Twin 
Cities; Idaho, four; Washington, D. C., 
three; Wyoming, Massachusetts and 
South Dakota, two each; Honolulu,
Dress rehearsals are some times bet­
ter than the show Itself. The costumes 
aren't always completed and the pins 
pull out. They should be called un­
dressed rehearsals.
Rowe Morrell is the perfect lover. I 
He has to kiss Peg Price and from the 
amount of rehearsing they have been 
doing neither of them seem to mind ft. 
The rest of the girls sat there envious 
like and spell-bound. If only they had 
a chance—
Costumes of the “Ding, Dong. 
Daddy” chorus arc brief enough to I 
hold the attention of anyone.
Another thing that will appeal to the 
men attending the production is the 
ending in the chorus being directed by 
Georgia Mae Met leu, one of the stars 
of the last two Varsity Vodrlls.
tion and the two journalistic frater­
nities, Theta Sigma Phi and Sigma 
Delta Chi
vania, Ohio and Wisconsin, one each. 
In addition, one graduate Is now in 
Ecuador, South America, and ode in
There will be no contest for year- Geneva, Switzerland.
books this year as the Interest in the 
contest has been insufficient to war­
rant Its con", .nuance.
Co-Ed Formal 
Chairman Asks 
Sorority Help
Tanans Will Sell Tickets for 
Annual Affair Next 
Month.
TERMIT1DAE SET 
IS EXHIBITED BY 
FOBES, FORESTER
Co-operation of all women in both 
houses and dormitories is asked by 
Mary Rath Larison, Co-Ed Formal 
manager. In decorating the Elite for 
i the annual event, scheduled this year 
co-eds, charming coquettes, dazzling February 6.
A veritable wonder trip through the 
land of sparkling laughs, dark-eyed
Collection of Destructive 
White Ants Proves 
Instructive.
I dances, and clicking choruses 
store for mil who see “A Million 
I for a  Man”.
I Colorful and novel, with the excel­
lent staging and costuming, the show 
is a peppy presentation from start to 
finish.
Admirable acting on the part of the 
six leads will be & pleasure to the au­
dience. Students who are doubtful con­
cerning the value of the change made 
in the form of Hi-Jinx really have a 
surprise waiting for them.
There is a total of 110 people in the I
Tickets have been distributed to 
Tanans and they will have ex. .Ire su­
pervision of their sale. The tickets 
will be the usual price of $2. Plans 
and arrangements for the dance are 
progressing and committees are meet­
ing often to perfect them. Many 
houses have indicated their intention 
of holding informal parties after the 
main event which will take the place 
of restaurant suppers downtown.
These alumni engaged in work di­
rectly related to journalism were list­
ed as: owners and publishers, five; 
publicity agents, 18; reporters, 29; 
journalism teachers, 12; editors, 11; 
advertising men, six; special writers, 
two; journalism librarians, one; copy 
readers, four; short story writers, 
three; foreign correspondents, one; 
business managers, two; shop foremen, 
one.
Positions held by graduates include:
over the world. A. A. Applegate is 
head of the department of journalism 
at the State College at Brookings, 
South Dakota. George Armitage, one 
of the earliest graduates la director of 
publicity for the Honolulu Chamber 
of Commerce. Three Montana men are 
doing public relations work for the 
Portland Cement Co., Earl Duffy, direc­
tor; John Ryan and Andrew Cogswell. 
Duffy is also publishing the Chicago 
Visitor. Others prominent in public 
relations work are Ray B. Bowden, 
who is with a Minneapolis elevator as­
sociation; William G. Breitcnstein, a 
publicity director in Chicago; William 
O. Cogswell, who is doing advertising 
and public relations for the Los An­
geles Steamship company. Three men 
are now writing for the Associated 
Press, Wilfred Fehlhaber a t Helena, 
Symore Gonline at Los Angeles, and 
R. W. Neill, Seattle.
At present Glenn Cbsffln is doing a 
comic strip for the Bel! and King syn­
dicates. Perry Howard is> writing 
short stories. Clarence Streit is for- 
! elgn correspondent for the New York 
| Times in Geneva, Switzerland, and is 
I author of an article in the January 
Issue of Current History. Bruce Hop-
editor of the Burlington (Illinois) I per, after a varied career in Russia 
Free Press; editor of the Billings. Ga- and the Orient, is lecturing and writ- 
zette; managing editor, Wallace (Ida- ing of Russian conditions from his per- 
bo) Press; editor, American Legion sonai observations.
Do You Know 
What You’ve 
Been Doingl
Fifteen Gents, Eight Pages 
Will Tell, Saturday 
Night.
Dirty Socks will be offered for sale 
the night of Hi-Jlnx for only fifteen 
cents. This year it will be an eight 
page paper 12 inches long and four 
columns wide. Formerly it has been 
smaller and has had fewer pages. But* 
this year a real fifteen cents worth will 
be had.
Your name will be In it and there 
will be the whole dirt on you and your 
friends for fifteen cents. I t  takes the 
bi-lights of campus life and tells the 
whole and candid truth about i t  Here 
is a real chance to get the low down 
dirt on everyone.
You will look at copies of this in 
your^old age and wonder. I t  gives a ll; 
it will be something that you will want 
to keep, but not show the folks at 
home. The type Is all set up and ready 
to be run off, and what type. Every 
night it  Is carefully hidden away in 
order to prevent any one breaking in 
and stealing the gore, but it will be out 
the night of Hl-JInx so wait and watch.
John Sucby, assistant professor of 
pharmacy, who is at present on leave 
and doing graduate work for a Ph. D. 
degree in chemistry, sends word that 
his address is 835 Eighteenth street, 
Boulder, Colorado-
Reserve Officers 
Meeting Wednesday
Advanced R. O. T. C. Students 
May Hear Talks.
Major Gonser, commanding officer of 
Fort Missoula, has invited the members 
of the advanced R. O. T. C. classes at 
the University to attend the meeting 
of reserve officers which will be held 
in the Post Exchange at the Fort 
Wednesday, January 28, at 8 o’clock, 
according to Major Frank Mfiburn.
The subject of a lecture which win 
be given by Major Gonser is “The In­
fantry Battalion”. The talk will in­
clude those tactical questions which 
are especially pertinent to the battalion 
as a unit
Major Gonser asks that any student 
or faculty member who is a member of 
the Reserve Officers Corps and who is 
not a t this time on the mailing list at 
Fort Missoula to get in touch with 
Sergeant Peterson of the University 
so that it may be remedied. All such 
reserve officers are also invited to a t­
tend the meeting of the reserve officers 
which will be held at the fort.
PROFESSOR’S SON GETS
ANNAPOLIS APPOINTMENT
Henry L. Thomas, son of Professor 
B. E. Thomas of the foreign language 
department, has been appointed by 
Senator B. K. Wheeler as a candidate 
to become a cadet to the United States 
Naval academy for 1981.
Thomas is now a sophomore at the 
University and ix a graduate of Mis­
soula high schooL
Weekly; owner, Lennox (California) 
Tribune; managing editor, Sioux Falls 
(South Dakota) Press; publisher, San 
Clemente (California) El Heraldo; 
managing editor, San Francisco Bul­
letin ; associate editor, Good House­
owner, Philipsburg Mail; owner, West­
keeping; owner, Three Forks Herald; 
ern News (Hamilton); associate art
Among the women who bare gradu­
ated from the Montana School of Jour­
nalism are Alice Hankinson, winner fo r! 
three years of the annual prize for th e1 
best Pacific coast advertisement; Mar­
garet Garvin Stone, associate editor 
of the Good Housekeeping; Emily 
Tbrallklll. personnel manager and ad­
vertising for a Loo Angeles department
editor, McCall's publications; associate I store; Annabelle Desmond, with the 
editor, Montana Farmer; and owners I Outdoor Advertising company; Mar- 
of papers at Fairview, Montana, and I garet Anderson, director of publicity 
Cody, Wyoming. I for the Kindergarten Institute.
Former Students’ Jobs. ............. -
Former students of the School of Mac Johnson drove to Butte over 
Journalism are now doing work in var- the week end, visiting with friends 
ions phases of the journalism field all l there.
been able to make the collection of it 
all into one staging.
Tomorrow morning there will be the
Gene Fobes, a Junior In the School 
of Forestry, has on exhibit in the For­
estry building a  very Interesting col­
lection of termites, or white ants.
These ants, which are of the family 
termittdae, are the class of ants which I ^  .nd that lndndes all of Montana's I . 
hare been found to be eery destructive ^  I t  Is hard to realize what that 
to houses, telegraph poles, books and means rfnce it is the first time we have | 
vegetation.
Fobes, who spent the holidays at his 
home in Los Angeles, found the ter­
mites while working with his father,
H. E. Fobes, a  licensed termite oper­
ator in that state. With the ants, he 
has several pieces of food, taken from 
foundations of buildings, which are 
shot through with holes made by these 
insects. In most instances, the effect 
produced is similar to a shelving. This,
Fobes explained, is because the wood 
which grows in the spring is consid­
erably softer than the summer wood, 
and the termites like it accordingly.
The ants are practically always 
found in the warmer regions, and in 
the tropics are quite numerous. In 
the United States, they are found in­
side a sort of crescent which begins 
in northern Oregon and southern 
Washington, extending to the Atlantic 
seaboard, going about as far north as 
southern Virginia. They will eat any­
thing which contains cellulose, which 
explains their liking for books and 
papers of all kinds. White pine is 
one of their favorites, but they are 
never found in redwood or cedar.
Education Professor 
Talks to Association
E. Maddock Talks on “Junior High 
Schools” at Meeting Tonight.
“Junior High Schools” will be the 
topic on which Professor W. E. Mad­
dock of the School of Education will 
address the Parent-Teachers’ associa-
usual scrambling at the Wilma box tion ton:0-ht at the Roosevelt school at 
office. Those unlucky ones who are 8 o’clock.
picked to buy the blocks for the groups Some of the important points that 
have a  real fight on their hands. It Professor Maddock fvill discuss are the 
takes something of an Earle Sande I historical development of the junior 
quality to Jockey around for places. I high school idea, and the purposes and 
■ ' 1 ■■ ” I principals that govern junior high
Last year one man from downtown I ganizatlon and program. He will also 
hired a  small boy to go up to the office make some application as to the junior 
at 7 o’clock and stand in line for him. high situation here in Missoula, and 
Just before opening time the man discuss the bill on the creation of jun- 
shoved his way to the front and paid ior high schools now before the legls- 
off the small boy and then got the latnre. 
best seats in the house. Not bad. I
The Gas that starts.
The Gas that has power.
The Gas that pulls on high.
The Gas that is economical.
SH ELL 400
McKenzie-Wallace Service Station
Home Economics Head 
Visits the Univ ersity
Miss Bus Van Horn Discusses Work 
With Helen Gleason.
Miss Rua Van Horn, state supervisor 
*f vocational home economics, was a 
visitor in Missoula Saturday.
She inspected the adult sewing class, 
which meets in the home economics 
laboratories of the public schools on 
Saturday afternoon. She conferred 
with Helen Gleason, professor of home 
economics, in matters concerning the 
class which has just been started on 
an educational basis. They discussed 
also home projects and the type of 
work that is being done in teaching of 
home economics in high schools, par­
ticularly those In which graduates of 
the Montana Department of Home 
Economics are employed.
Spanish Play Cast 
Will Meet Tonight
All of the east of the Spanish play, 
* Roslna es Fragll”, is requested by 
Miss Elsie Exninger to be present at 
the first practice, Tuesday at 4:30 
o’clock. The practice will be held in 
her office.
The play will be read, with correc­
tions In Spanish, so that the students 
may have a background for their home 
study. No dramatic practice will be 
held until after Hi-Jinx.
With the change in the show a  larg­
er advance sale is expected this year 
than ever before. I t is Missoula’s only 
chance to see a musical comedy this 
season. Vodvils aren’t even routed 
through here this year.
When a student who had witnessed 
a rehearsal of the big show said that 
everyone would laugh until he could 
laugh no more he was right I t  is hard 
for an old dog to learn new tricks and 
it  is bard to impress upon the minds 
of some that the new change in this 
production has made It a 100 per cent 
better show.
Montana has a lot of pretty good 
stuff and you will see a big percentage 
of it Saturday night Since the legis­
lature is now convening we can't say 
everything we would like to in this col­
umn. I t  would make a bad impression. 
The best we can do is advise you not 
to miss this musical comedy.
Hi-Jinx and January 31.
FREE
Practice Hours While Learning 
Ballroom Dancing
ALBERT R. DeREA
Beginners Classes 
Advanced Classes 
Tap, Clog, Soft Shoe and Ballroom 
Free Practice Every Night
Under our system you learn 
rapidly and well.
Special Bates to Students.
Private Lessons, Day or Evening
DeRea School of Dancing
210 So. 3rd St. Phone 3232
Part of that new Montana 
Spirit
includes the
Life and Vigor 
Snap and Style 
of the students
Montana Men and Women 
Should Look Their Best
Barber Shops with this 
sign have an understand­
ing of collegiate styles.
SAVE YOUR SHEKELS
Send Your Laundry 
Home
in Handy Package 
Laundry Case
Canvas Case, $1.75 Fibre Case, $2.50
The
Associated Students* 
Store
?
to one of these cigarettes 
longer than the other— or 
do your eyes deceive you?
Ely Shoe-Shop
Shoe Repairing While 
You Wait
119 Higgins Ave.
Next to J. C. Penney Store
YOUR EYES MAY FOOL
BUT
YOU
YOUR TASTE Truth!
M I I D F R . . . A N D  
B E T T E R  T A S T E
(S> 1931, Lxooztt k  Mruts Toeacoo Co.
T H U  M O N T A N A
GRIZZLY HOOPMEN 
DEFEAT BULLDOGS 
IN TWO CONTESTS
STEVENSV1LLE
Yearlings Pile Up Score of 
81-15 on Visitors From 
Bitter Root.
Montanans Take Double Battle to Tune of 33 to 27 and | 
38 to 22 Scores; Fox, Rohlffs and Lewis 
Star Against Gonzaga Team.
Montana swept through the Gonzaga Bulldogs for two victories 
last week end to establish a lead in the four game series between 
these teams. The first game ended with a 33-27 score while Satur­
day’s score was 38-22.
Friday’s Game. I 1
Coach Stewart's men opened the first I 7 D / 1 C I J  C / I f f  A  H  
game with a rush. Fox dribbling \ K K U d t l  O K ll i  A U  
through to score after taking the open- FRWHELMS
ing tlpoff. Swift passing brought the 1 v  r  
Grizzlies more baskets to establish a 
commanding lead. Late in the first 
half, the Bulldogs spurted to cut down 
the lead but the half ended 19-13 in 
favor of the Grizzlies.
Andrews opened the scoring the sec­
ond period and the Grizzlies increased 
their lead.. A mixed assault by Gon­
zaga threatened but Montana gained 
an eight point-lead near the end only 
to have the Bulldogs cut it to four 
points. Stocking finished the scoring 
with a neat basket and made the game 
safe.
The game was fast all the way and 
the Grizzlies showed a splendid pass­
ing attack although many easy shots 
were missed. The playing of Dick Fox 
was especially good. He handled the 
ball like a veteran, feeding it to his 
mates for scores time and again. An­
drews did some good work under the 
basket and scored on several rebounds.
Rohlffs and Lewis played a good game, 
rustling the ball and keeping it in 
Montana hands most of the time. Lock- 
wood was very effective in the back 
court by breaking up many Bulldog 
attacks. Stocking kept up the Mon­
tana spirit when lie was sent in dur­
ing the second half.
Second Game.
Montana scored on the first try of 
the game again Saturday night when 
Lewis slipped in a neat side shot.
Lewis scored two more baskets while 
Shoenecker was connecting twice. As 
the half progressed, the Grizzlies got 
warmed up and scored often, leading 
17-9 at half time.
Montana increased the lead as the 
second half started. A great number 
of fouls slowed up the play and talk­
ing back to the referee resulted in 
many more gift shots. Stewart sent 
in an entire new team which also 
added to the Grizzly margin. Carey 
shot a basket as the gun was fired. It 
was ruled good by the referee as Carey 
had shot before the sound of the gun.
Although the game was not as fast 
as Friday’s-game, it did show the Grizz­
lies in good form. Lewis was espe­
cially effective as a scoring threat and 
also \yas accurate from the foul line.
The entire Montana team checked 
closely on defense and held the Bull­
dogs to six baskets. Fox and Lock- 
wood led the defensive play in bril­
liant fashion.
Lloyd Andrews led the scoring Fri­
day night with 12 points while Lewis 
and Murphy took the honors in the 
second Bulldog contest with 14 joints 
each. Shoenecker was the best of the 
Bulldog quint Friday with 10 points.
Referee Elliott did a good job of offi­
ciating the second game despite oppo­
sition from both players and spectators.
He called the fouls as he saw them and 
did not hesitate. Numerous technical 
fouls were called as Elliot meant to 
keep the game under his control.
Gonzaga and Montana meet again 
in a two game series a t Spokane next 
month. The Grizzlies are now prepar­
ing for their trip to Bozeman where 
they hope to wrest the state honors 
from the State College.
Scoring almost as fast as they could 
work the ball down the floor, the Cubs 
overwhelmed the Stevcnsvillc Alumni 
team, $1-13, before a small group of 
spectators in the men's gymnasium last 
night Whirling, twisting, pivoting, 
the Frosh completely bewildered the 
Bitter Root basketball sqtjad with a 
dazzling display of marksmanship and 
passing.
Lyman, playing the pivot position 
for the yearlings, kept the scorers busy 
as he fan up the total of 31 points in 
as many minutes of play. Playing a 
speedy game at left forward, Smith 
scored 22 points from the field. Back 
of these two men the guards, Caven 
and Reynolds, held their opponents to 
long shots and scrambled in for the 
rebounds, which they recovered to start 
the ball down the floor again. K. 
Erickson, clever floorman for the vis­
itors, was the only man able to suc­
cessfully pierce the Frosh defense. He 
scored 11 points.
Lyman predicted, easy traveling when 
he took a short pass from Smith, drib- [ 
bled in and scored the first basket of 
the game. Lyman appreciated that 
pass. A few seconds later he returned 
the favor and Smith tallied from the 
hole. With these two men locating 
the hoop accurately, the rest' of the 
team fed them the ball and the score 
mounted rapidly. At the end of the 
first quarter the Frosh led, 13-4. After 
taking a rest from a slow-breaking 
style of offense, Lyman decided it was 
time to score again; eight times he 
heaved the ball through the hoop. 
Smith contributed three baskets to the 
total, and Erickson built up the sum 
by three points. The half ended with 
the Frosh leading, 3S-6.
In the third quarter, the entire team 
went up the floor on all plays and 
Stevensville attempted to score but 
were missing the basket. The session 
ended, 59-7. In the final quarter, the 
visitors began to bombard the basket 
from the corners and gained 8 points 
while the Frosh with a new lineup 
scored freely. The final score was 
81-15 for the yearlings.
Qrizzly Quint
Has Best Qym, 
E qu ipm en t
Members of Team Compare 
Gym and Equipment of 
Visited Squads.
There are a few things about the 
game of basketball, ns It is played at 
Montana, and the team that Is repre­
senting the State University, of which 
the average student Is unaware.
.  Grizzly quint is equipped with 
tlio best of basketball materials and 
no school encountered* had a better 
team in appearance than the Grizzly 
squad. Several newspapers remarked 
about the appearance of the Montana 
basketcers.
At many gyms where the team 
played on the barnstorming trip some­
thing would be lacking to complete a 
good playing court Either poor light­
ing system, old style baskets or ones 
that sound like n cash register every 
time the ball touched the rim, or the 
floor would not be plainly marked.
Before each contest on Montana’s 
floor, Coach Stewart always has the 
gym examined. The lights are fixed, 
the backboards washed, the nets fixed 
and the baskets tightened or the old 
ones replaced, the floor swept or 
mopped, and many other little things 
that makes.Montana’s gym outstanding 
and escapes the basketball fan’s eye.
UNPAID A. W .S. 
DUES BAR MANY 
FROM ELECTION
Names of Delinquents Are 
Published as Final 
Reminder.
Second Round 
Of Basketball 
Qames Start
Women Require Less 
Attention Than Men
Health Service Reports Increase 
Illness During January.
More men than women have reported 
to the health service since the begin­
ning of the school year, health reports 
indicate.
Reports for September and October 
show that 775 students visited the of­
fice, 553 students had colds, 79 students 
were referred to doctors, and there 
were 15 hospital cases. November re­
ports indicated 535 visits to the office, 
337 colds, 61 references to doctors, and 
ten hospital cases.
During December there were 263 
visits to the office, 218 colds, 24 stu­
dents referred to doctors, and eight 
j students sent to the hospital. January 
| reports have shown an increase in the 
amount of sickness due to bronchial
Forestry, Law, Journalism, |infiuenze ana coins. 
Business Administration 
Will Play.
Opening the second round of the 
intramural basketball tournament/ two 
teams will attempt to build up their 
record of wins at the University gym 
tonight. ,
With a record of one won and one 
lost, the Forestry school will meet the 
undefeated Law school five. The Lum­
bermen have improved from the show­
ing in their first game and threaten 
to cut down the hopes of the Lawyers 
for first place in the standings. Un­
tried in action, the Barristers, with 
the Pharmacy school default to their I 
credit, will attempt to lower the Log­
gers’ percentage of wins.
The undefeated Business Ad Bom­
bardiers will play the Journalists in I 
the second game of the evening with 
the Bombers favored to win.
The Lawyers and the* Business Ad 
boys are leading the tourney with one 
win and no losses. The Foresters and 
the Arts and Science fives rest in sec­
ond place, having won one and-lost one 
game; while the Scribes ' and the 
Pharmacy school arc sitting in the 
cellar.
Faculty Members
Play Volleyball
A new volleyball has been purchased 
by faculty members for the weekly 
Monday night faculty volleyball games. 
•Mr. Jesse Bunch states that the inter­
est in the volleyball games held weekly 
at the women’s gymnasium Is increas­
ing among faculty members and that 
the last turn out comprised eleven 
members of the faculty.
“We can accommodate four or five 
more,” said Mr. Bunch.
“Women who have not paid their 
A. W. S. dues are ineligible to hold 
office in that organization and are 
ineligible to vote in any A. W. S. elec­
tion,” it was declared by Ella Pollin- 
ger, A. W. S. treasurer, after a meeting 
held yesterday afternoon in Main halL 
Remainder o f  the meeting was de­
voted to financial matters pertaining 
to unpaid dues and a report of Co-Ed 
Formal plans.
Women who are delinquent in paying 
their dues are: Hazel Alden, Helen 
Algie, Gladys Allred, Ethel Armstrong, 
Dorothy Bailly, Naoma Barnes, Olive 
Barnett, Catherine Bartlett, Anne Bate­
man, Jane Bateman, Dorothy Bell, 
Elizabeth Bennet, Catherine Besancon, 
Elsie Bolter, Betty Brady, Mary Breen, 
Willetta Brien, Georgia Buckhous, 
Emily Buntin, Catherine Cesar, Char­
lotte Clapp, Bertha Cone, Edith Conk­
lin, Mildred Couch, Catherine Coughlin, 
Marie Cuffe, Margaret Curdy, Betty 
Daniels, Marion Davis, Martha Davis, 
Maude Davis, Marjorie Dickinson, 
Betty Ann Dineen, Rhea Dobner, Joyce 
Donaldson, Eleanore .Dyer, Virginia 
Eldredge, Winifred Estill, Geraldine 
Everly, Frances Faiek, Elizabeth Fish- 
Donna Fitzpatrick, Laura Jo For- 
han, Ethlyn Fowler, Pauline Fritz.
Bonita Geis, Dorothy Gerer, Ruth 
Gillespie, Jan£ Gillette, Jean Gordon, 
Mary Gordon, Virginia Goslin, Mon­
tana Grady, Gloria Grafton, Margaret 
Groombridge, Lucille Grove, Maxine 
Harlan, Mary Hegland, Evelyn Hen- 
riksen, Sara Holden, Frances Hughes, 
Florence Jarussi, Dorothy Johhson, 
Eleanor Kaatz, Idella Kennedy, Mary- 
belle Kerin, Mary Kinniburgh, Anna 
Krause, Helen Krebs, Phyllis Kreycik, 
Hazel Landeen, Phyllis Lehmann, Ruth 
Leib, Eleanor Lennes, Freda McCaig, 
Harriet McCann, Emmapearl McCor­
mick, Lois McMahon, Doris McMillan, 
Lillian Maloney, Margaret Maloney.
June Mason, Kathryn Mason, Gladys 
Mayo, Lucille Miller, Sadye Moore, 
Winifred Morris, Marjorie Mumm, 
Mary Rose Murphy, Bernice Nelson, 
Muriel Nelson, Alicia O’Donnell, 
Blanche O’Hara, Ingomar Olsen, Mary 
Pardee, Jjulia Patten, Margaret Pearce, 
Marion Peterson, Thora Phalen, Cath­
erine Phillips, Ruth Provost, Helen 
Putney, Kittle Quigley, Ruby Reed, 
Theodora Reed, Ruth Rhoades, Avis 
Riggs, Helen Rodrick, Florence Ror- 
vik, Mary Rose, Julia Schubert, Mar­
garet Seaton, Rose Seewald, Cletta 
Shepherd, DeEtta Shoemaker, Gladys 
Sibbert, Dorothy Skeels, Lillian Smith, 
Vera Smith, Rose South worth, Dorothy
The students and townspeople of Missoula clearly demonstrated 
their loyalty and appreciation of an old friendship to Major Milbura, 
retiring Grizzly football coach, between halves a t the Gonzaga bas­
ketball game Friday night.
This big ovation to “ the M ajor”  was carried on to a rousing wel­
come for Bernard F. Oakes, the new Montana football mentor.
Although the cheering was tremendous for “ the M ajor”  as he 
walked out on the floor, wearing th a t old fam iliar smile th a t has won 
him so many friends, there was a pang of sorrow and regret in 
every heart as ho turned to leave.
Anyone who has had the pleasure of coming in contact w ith Major 
Milburn has been won over by his straight forward, congenial and 
pleasing personality. As he goes forth  from the M ontana campus 
to conquer new fields he will carry w ith him wishes of good luck 
and succcsss from the student body and faculty.
“ Shrim p” , as Major is known by his closer friends, will leave for 
Fort Leavenworth next Ju ly  1, by order of the W ar Departm ent. 
Already he hast been asked to officiate a t football games in the Big 
Six Conference next fall.
Mr. Oakes left Missoula Saturday evening for his home in Lincoln, 
Nebraska, but will return  in March to take charge of Spring practice.
Says Mr. Oakes, “ I  am a stickler for fundamentals in  football. 1 
do not coach any particular type of football, endeavoring rather to 
adapt the type to the players w ith whom I  have to work. Spring 
practice is very necessary fo r a good football team and I  hope to 
have a  good session a t the beginning of the spring quarter, lasting 
well into M ay.”
The Grizzlies again proved th a t they were good enough to compete 
in the Pacific Coast conference. Any team tha t defeats the Gonzaga 
Bulldogs two nights in  succession is good enough to play in any 
m an’s league.
A couple of our casaba tossers should go in  for aquatic sports; 
They might win the high diving contest.
Billy Rohlffs d idn’t pluck his righ t eyebrow. He merely slid 
along the maple court a few yards on th a t side of his head.
Bunny Oakes should have found some good talent for his football 
team last Friday night. Johnny Lewis took the ball down the floor 
in a fashion tha t would put such open field runners as Bed Grange 
to shame.
Captain Billy picked out holes in  the Gonzaga defense like a vet­
eran quarterback. Only on one occasion when he saw a break in the 
front line and made for it did he experience the disappointment tha t 
comes to all plungers; the hole closed on him. Gonzaga added one 
more point from the gift line.
Southpaw Fox again demonstrated his passing ability in a 
dazzling fashion. 4
“ Honest Abe”  Lockwood was a pass defense all by himself. His 
long arms kept “ B ed”  Flaherty-’s boys from getting very few follow­
up shots.
“ Monk”  Andrews moved around the floor like a  phantom. He 
slipped in  behind the Gonzaga defense for set ups before their guards 
knew what had happened.
Stark.
Leah Stewart, Mary Isobel Stewart
Muriel Stoner, Claire Stowe, Helen 
Swearingen, Frances Teason, Louise 
Tendeland, Jane Thelen, Ruth Thorsen, 
Elsie Toothaker, Patricia Torrence, 
Miriam Trenerry, Irma Tressman, Jane 
Tucker, Frances. Ullman, Helen Vand- 
enhook, Gertrude Warden, Virginia 
Warden, Vincencia Welker, Avis 
Wheat, Winifred Wheat, Thelma Wil­
liams, Anna Wynn, Margaret Wynn, | 
Mary Agnes Young.
Patronize Kaimin Advertisers.
The Grizzly Shop
For Grizzly Students
THE GRIZZLY BARBER 
SHOP
Grade Points?
, Rent a Typewriter 
Turn in Legible Notebooks 
Please the Instructors 
Special Rental Rates to 
’ Students
LISTER TYPEWRITER 
SERVICE
N E W  STU D EN TS
Get Acquainted with Our
Hamburger, Beer 
and Malted Milks.
MISSOULA CLUB
PUNCH, BROTHERS, PUNCH!
Let us supply your needs 
for that formal or party.
MAJESTIC CANDY & 
BEVERAGE CO.
Bowls and Glasses Furnished Free
For Prompt Service
The Florence Laundry
Phone 2302
MISSOULA 
LAUNDRY CO.
DRY CLEANING 
HAT BLOCKING
Qrizzly Cubs 
De f e a t  Fort 
In Hoop Qame
Yearlings Outclass Soldiers 
With 44-17 Score, 
Saturday.
Striding easily into a 14 point lead 
in the first quarter, the Grizzly Cubs 
outclassed and defeated Fort Missoula, 
44-17, in a preliminary game to the 
University-Gonzaga struggle Saturday 
night. During the second half the 
speedy play diminished and scoring 
was lessened as the Soldiers tired and 
the Frosh began to shoot erratically.
Lyman, tall, tired center, and Smith 
and Freebourne, both ball-rustling up- 
floor men, led the scoring for the year­
lings with a total of 38 points. Lyman 
took few long shots, preferring to tip 
in any attempt a t the basket which 
happened to bounce off the rim, gather­
ing 16 points by this method. Erb and 
Krause played well for the Soldiers, 
but were held to long shots by the ac­
tive Cub defense.
Catching Army Off Guard.
Catching the army off guard, Coach 
Adams se n t1 his five first-string men 
through the Soldier defense for a 15-1 
lead before the gun ended the first 
quarter. In the second quarter the 
army rallied their defensive forces but 
their passes were wild and usually 
landed in the waiting hands of a year­
ling. Starting the second half with the 
score 25-6 against theni, the Fort 
opened a six point rally but soon re­
lapsed into lethargy. I t  was the only 
quarter in which the Soldiers outscored 
their opponents. Frequent substitu­
tions slowed up thhe play of the last 
quarter.,
TUESDAY, JANUARY vt
Bischoff Speaks 
To Press Club on
Central America
All Journalism Student* A. 
Urged to Meet at Shack * 
Tomorrow Night.
Members of the Press club will bar 
the opportunity of hearing Profess.* 
Paul Bischoff, of the Department* 
Foreign Languages, speak on his ei 
periences in Central America at a rem! 
lar meeting of the club to be heldto 
the Shack Wednesday evening at 7-30 
o’clock. Mr. Bischoff has spent a lot 
of time in the country and is very WeI1 
qualified to speak on the subject, ac. 
cording to those who have had the 
opportunity of hearing him before. 
Any Journalist planning on going into 
this field as a reporter or a corre. 
spondent may take advantage of thl« 
chance for an Insight into the country.
Eminger Talks on 
Mexican Revolution
Contrasts American and Mexican R,, 
olution to Pilgrims.
Skeels Will Deliver 
Paper at Convention
Professor Dorr Skeels of the School 
of Forestry will deliver one of the 
chief papers a t the state convention 
of county agents which will convene 
in Bozeman January 30 and 3l.
The topic of Mr. Skeels* paper is 
“Relationship of Wind Breaks and 
Shelter Belts to Farm Management in 
Prairie Regions of the State”. Pro­
fessor Skeels will also meet with the 
county agents in a general session, dis­
cussing how the School of Forestry 
nursery can best fit into their own in­
dividual programs of agricultural ex­
tension in Montana.
Professor Skeels has been confined 
to his home the past week with a slight 
attack of the flu. He was expected 
to resume meeting with his classes 
today.
Last Sunday evening M iss Elsie Em. 
inger of the Department of Foreign 
Languages spoke before th e  Pilgrim 
club on “The New Light in Mexico," 
due to the efforts of Eugene Hunton, 
president of the club;
Miss Emingcr’s talk covered various 
phases of the Mexican qnestlon la. 
eluding the plan since the revolution 
of the Indians who are living within 
its borders. She contrasted the Am­
erican and the Mexican revolution in 
all of its phases.
Dr. M. J. Elrod Is
Called to Illinois
Dr. M. J . Elrod, head of the De­
partment of Biology, was called to 
Danville, Illinois, Monday morning doe 
to the death of Mrs. Elrod's brother, 
Mr. John G. Hartshorn. Dr. Elrod 
expects to be gone about a week. News 
of the. death came as quite a surprise 
to relatives and friends in Missonis. 
Mr. Hartshorn and his wife have vis­
ited here on several occasions in the 
past.
D ay-T A X I— Night
PHONE 3484 BUS TERMINAL
1 passenger____________ 1 35c
2 passengers_______________ 50c
3 passengers_______________ ,75c
4 passengers_____ _________ $Mi
(16 block limit)
Meiainger Stages through the heart of 
the Bitter Root Valley and
Taxi Service in the (Sty 
Missoula, Mont.
DON’T WALK CALL VS
WE MAKE YOUR CLOTHES 
LIKE NEW
Fashion Club Cleaners
DIAL 2661
New Columbia Records
ON SALE
35c Each—4 for $1.00
A limited number of fine selections—Songs, Band, Orchestra 
and Exclusive Colombia Artist recordings.
Smith Drug Store
W HY W ORRY
about dessert for that
SUNDAY DINNER
Call the Sentinel-Missoula Creamery for delicious 
ice cream.
Fresh Butter, Cream and E ggs at all times.
SERVICE W ITH A SMILE
SENTINEL-MISSOULA CREAMERY, he.
Railroad and H arris Phon# 3113
